
REPORT ON RUN 388 IN JULY 2019 

 

Well after “Tickgate” (the June run), eleven hashers and 1 dog pitched up to get their 

monthly quota of exercise at Balls Cross. Everyone seems to be arriving earlier these days to 

avoid the task of “last one writes the run report”, so having thought we had a comfortable gap 

before the start (10 mins), it seemed that nobody else was arriving, so the hash report fell on 

No Falsie’s shoulders. But wait a minute, here comes another car, only to offload someone 

who worked at the pub, grrr! Screeching in at the very last minute was Headboy who gave 

Charlie the lab a near death scare! Apparently, the sensors on this electric car are supposed to 

react to any 2 or 4 legged creatures and avoid a nasty bump. Tell that to canine who was a 

millimetre from becoming a rug. As for writing the run report, the tardy arrival flatly refused, 

so it was back to No Falsies again. 

Douche was our hare and true to his name brought the rain clouds with him after a week of 

wall to wall sunshine. Whilst it was sunny in the rest of the land, in Balls Cross it was a damp 

start. He decided to shorten the route slightly but warned that there was an ankle breaking 

field to navigate. Me thinks this was in case anyone tried put in an insurance claim - so there 

was the disclaimer! 

As the trail was laid the evening before and the earlier downpour did its worst to the sawdust, 

hashers struggled to catch sight of many of the hold checks so these were blatantly ignored by 

all, which meant that we motored through the first leg at a decent pace. 

The run was thoughtfully laid, passing through lots of interestingly named places such as 

Pug’s Bottom (not quite sure I like the sound of that one) and Blind Lane Track (more like 

blind leading the blind track). A few false trails interspersed to keep us on our toes, no back 

checks and we crossed over more styles than “One Direction” (the younger hashers will get 

it)!  

Apparently, the area is a renowned bird watching reserve (not the ones you see on the beach 

in Benidorm)! The lesser spotted Black Shag brought the elite group on in first and whilst 

scratched to buggery and with drenched trotters, we were all done and dusted in an hour 

completing the 4.4 mile very enjoyable run.  

 


